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The Year in Review

Fast Facts:
● 10,793 students

o 841 ECS students
o 4,048 elementary students
o 2,417 middle school students
o 3,487 high school students
o Students included in the above:

▪ 991 French Immersion
▪ 1,069 English Language Learners
▪ 986 self-identified FNMI
▪ 190 Pre-kindergarten children

● 1,414 staff members
o 633 Teachers
o 276 Substitute Teachers
o 378 Classified Staff
o 127 Facility Services Staff

● 30 school sites, including
o 12 Elementary Schools (Pre K to Grade 5)
o 3 Pre K to 8 Schools
o 3 Middle Schools (Grades 6 to 8)
o 2 High Schools (Grades 9 to 12)
o 1 Christian Alternative School (K to Grade 12)
o 1 Spanish Bilingual Alternative School (K to Grade 7)
o 8 alternative school programs

● $120.9 million budget

Moving Forward:
The 2020-2021 Division Education Plan reflected the needs and priorities of our community, but was also developed in the midst of a global
pandemic. While being optimistic regarding what the 2020-2021 school year would look like, we also believed it was important to ensure that we
did not embark on a significant number of new initiatives. As such, we developed a plan that aligned with Alberta Education requirements, as well
as our three Division priority areas of:

● Literacy and Numeracy
● Equity
● Student Success and Completion

Throughout the school year it became apparent that even with a relatively modest number of new strategies to be implemented, it was not going to
be possible to achieve a high level of success on all of them. As will be detailed in this document, we attempted to focus on as many of the
strategies that directly impacted our students. Some strategies were postponed, and will appear again in our 2021-2022 Division Education Plan.

You will note in this report, much like last year, that many of our Alberta Education quantitative measures were not included. Since Diploma Exams,
as well as Provincial Achievement Tests, were not administered this year our only Alberta Education measures we had available were the Assurance
Measures Survey, and all of the data included under the High School Completion area.

With the absence of many of our quantitative performance measures, this report does rely heavily on anecdotal evidence gathered from our
schools, and our various Central Services departments.

Assurance Framework:
Red Deer Public Schools, as one of the original pilot school jurisdictions, has been following the Assurance Framework for several years now. The
Assurance Framework is about building trust and confidence that our education system is meeting the needs of students, and enabling their
success. There are five assurance “domains” that we must demonstrate that we are meeting our responsibilities in. These areas include:

● Student Growth and Achievement: The ongoing progress of students’ learning, relative to identified provincial learning outcomes that
enable them to engage intellectually, grow continuously as learners, and demonstrate citizenship.

● Teaching and Leading: Teachers and leaders apply appropriate knowledge and abilities to make decisions that demonstrate professional
practice standards, which result in quality teaching, leading, and optimum learning for all students.

● Learning Supports: Using resources to create optimal learning environments where diversity is embraced, a sense of belonging is
emphasized and all students are welcomed, cared for, respected and safe.

● Governance: Processes that determine strategic direction, establish policy and manage fiscal resources.
● Local and Societal Context: Engagement practices that enable the education system to proactively respond to the learning needs and

diverse circumstances of all students.
Our Annual Education Results Report will include progress and achievement of our priority areas, and the outcomes associated with each. The
evidence presented, we believe, will demonstrate how we have been meeting our responsibilities within the Alberta Assurance Framework.

Stakeholder Engagement:
During the 2020-2021 school year, our stakeholder engagement had to rely on virtual meetings and surveys exclusively, due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Our process included specific focus group meetings using Google Meets with our School Administrators; our City-Wide School Council; a
representative group of teachers; and a representative group of high school students. We also utilized the ThoughtExchange software technology to
broaden our engagement process, targeting a wider group of stakeholders, including parents, staff, students, and the greater Red Deer community.
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Our ThoughtExchange engagement occurred during the same time period as our focus group meetings, predominantly during the month of January,
and into early February, 2021. All of this engagement allowed for the development of a comprehensive report for our Board of Trustees that was
reviewed during their annual Board Retreat on March 18th and 19th, 2021.

Opportunities and Challenges:
As mentioned above, the COVID-19 pandemic played a prominent role within Red Deer Public Schools during the 2020-2021 school year (as it did
for all schools throughout the world). As a result, the Division had an abundance of “opportunities”, and certainly a great deal of “challenges”, last
year.

One of our early opportunities was the creation of our At Home Learning school. As the 2020-2021 school year commenced we had almost 900
students, from Kindergarten to Grade 12, elect to learn from home, given the uncertainty of COVID-19 in our schools. This necessitated the hiring of
18 teachers who were tasked with being Red Deer Public Schools’ first ever full-time virtual teachers. Using Google Classroom and Google Meets
predominantly, these dedicated educators were tasked with teaching upwards of 80 students each, in a totally online environment. Throughout the
year students moved back and forth between the At Home Learning program and traditional schools, but in every case our teachers went above
and beyond to ensure that our students’ educational needs were met. We anticipate that our At Home Learning program will continue for at least
the 2021-2022 school year as many families continue to experience hesitancy in returning to traditional school.

A related challenge, and opportunity, that the pandemic provided was the significant number of students who were forced to quarantine
throughout the school year. Whether due to close contact to a positive COVID-19 case, or due to whole school closures, every single student and
staff member within the school division had to deal with at least one instance of having to learn from home. Having been somewhat prepared
during the 2019-2020 school year, during the closure of schools that occurred on March 16th, 2020 and lasted for the rest of that school year, all of
our teachers had utilized Google Classroom and Google Meets, and this was again put to the test several times as staff and students alternated
between in school and at home learning. The development of our Re-Entry, Recovery and Resurgence Plan was a direct result of the COVID-19
pandemic, and we feel very strongly that we will be in very good shape.

Another challenge the pandemic brought was the cancellation of 30-level Diploma Exams, as well as Grade 6 and Grade 9 Provincial Achievement
Tests. Since several of the quantitative measures Red Deer Public Schools typically includes in our Annual Education Results Report come from the
Diploma and PAT results, this year’s data, much like last year, will certainly contain omissions that will create issues in respect to comparisons for
years to come. Further, having thousands of students alternating between in person classes and at home learning throughout the year created a
situation in which some students’ engagement with school was significantly impacted. From Kindergarten, all the way to high school, the Division
experienced a range of situations in which students were engaged with teachers and their studies for a vast majority of time, while others were
disengaged often, and still others that fell somewhere between the two opposites. Again, we feel the opportunity to implement our Re-Entry,
Recovery and Resurgence Plan will go a long way in overcoming this challenge.

Red Deer Public Schools continues to provide high quality learning opportunities for our students. We are proud of the achievements of our
students and of the learning opportunities provided for them, reflecting both our vision: “A culture of respect, inclusion, caring and excellence,
where every student succeeds” and the mission of the Red Deer Public Schools: “Striving for excellence by inspiring learning and nurturing hope in
every student.”

Accountability Statement
The Annual Education Results Report for Red Deer Public Schools, for the 2020-2021 school year, was prepared under the direction of the Board in
accordance with the responsibilities under the Education Act and the Fiscal Planning and Transparency Act. The Board is committed to using the
results in this report, to the best of its abilities, to improve outcomes for students and to ensure that all students in the jurisdiction can acquire the
knowledge, skills and attitudes they need to be self-reliant, responsible, caring and contributing members of society.

This Annual Education Results Report for 2020-2021 was approved by the Board on November 10, 2021.

Nicole Buchanan
Chair of the Board of Trustees

Chad Erickson
Superintendent of Schools

http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/CovidRecoveryPlan2021-2022.pdf
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/CovidRecoveryPlan2021-2022.pdf
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/CovidRecoveryPlan2021-2022.pdf


Alberta Education Assurance Measures:
Overall Summary

Alberta Education Assurance Measures:

First Nations, Métis, and Inuit Learners Summary



District Goal

Literacy and Numeracy
Literacy refers to the ability of students to effectively and confidently work with words and numbers.

Outcomes

● Each learner is proficient in the areas of reading, writing, speaking and listening.
● Each learner has the ability to proficiently reason and apply numerical concepts.

Division Performance Measures*

● Percentage of Grade 1 students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

629 459 72.97

● Percentage of Grade 2 students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

705 499 70.78

● Percentage of Grade 3 students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

791 613 77.50

● Percentage of Grade 4 students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

756 627 82.94

● Percentage of Grade 5 students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

773 653 84.48

● Percentage of Grade 6 students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

649 471 72.57

● Percentage of Grade 7 students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

626 443 70.77

● Percentage of Grade 8 students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

503 376 74.75

● Percentage of ALL students who were reading/literate within one year of grade level.
Number of Students Students reading within one year of Grade Level Percentage

5454 4163 76.33

*  No Alberta Education Performance Measures were available for this report, as neither Diplomas, nor Provincial Achievement Tests, were administered during the
2020-2021 school year..



● Survey result scores for literacy measurements by students, parents, and staff

Performance Measure
Results (in percentages)

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021
Overall percentage of parents who feel their children are
able to read and write what is expected in school.

89.1 84.5 84.1 N/A 83.27

Overall percentage of students who feel they are able to
read and write what is expected of them in school.

88.9 91.3 90.2 N/A 88.86

Overall percentage of teachers who feel students are
provided with appropriate programming and levels of
instruction.

93.3 96.8 94.9 N/A 95.19

● Survey result scores for numeracy measurements by students, parents, and staff

Performance Measure
Results (in percentages)

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021
Overall percentage of parents who feel their children
are able to understand and work with numbers in
school.

87.6 86.9 84.0 N/A 87.72

Overall percentage of students who feel they are able to
understand and work with numbers in school.

87.4 87.7 86.1 N/A 85.61

Overall percentage of teachers who feel students are
provided with appropriate programming and levels of
instruction.

93.2 94.3 95.4 N/A 94.62

Comment on Results: Analysis and Action
● The Associate Superintendent of Learning Services and Learning Services’ Numeracy Coordinator met with every

school administrative team to review their respective numeracy plans for the year. One consistent focus across the
Division was planning for teaching financial literacy, and informing our parents when we were doing so. The visits
also resulted in a plan for middle schools to have their staff learn how to conduct an analysis of MIPI results for
the 2021-2022 school year.

● Students in Grades 1-9 across the Division were introduced to the Highest Level of Achievement (HLAT) test during
the 2020-2021 school year.  Some schools chose to use the assessment as a beginning of the year test to measure
where their students were at in writing, whereas others wrote the test near the end of the year as a summative
process. In the 2021-2022 school year all students will write the HLAT at the end of the year, to help inform their
writing level for the next school year.



District Goal

Equity
Equity is fairness for all students through:

excellence in instruction, support for students, and a reduction of barriers.

Outcomes

● All staff have the ability to meet the diverse needs of all students through excellent instruction.
● Students are supported in their academic, behavioural, social and emotional well-being.
● Students are able to access the supports and services they need to achieve success through the reduction of barriers.

Alberta Education Performance Measures

Percentage of teacher, parent and student agreement that students are safe at school, are learning the importance of caring

for others, are learning respect for others and are treated fairly in school. (Target: 90%)

Red Deer Public Schools Province

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

N % N % N % N % N % % % % % %

Overall 3,021 88.2 3,294 87.2 3,290 87.5 3,585 87 3,113 86.8 89.5 89 89 89.4 90

Parent 418 86.9 457 87.1 453 87.1 482 86.4 336 86.7 89.9 89.4 89.7 90.2 90.5

Student 2,115 82.6 2,340 80.5 2,341 81 2,562 80 2,307 79 83.3 82.5 82.3 82.6 84

Teacher 488 95 497 94 496 94.4 541 94.6 470 94.7 95.3 95 95.1 95.3 95.4

Overall percentage of stakeholders indicating that their school and schools in their jurisdiction have improved or stayed the

same the last three years. (Target: 83%)

Red Deer Public Schools Province

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

N % N % N % N % N % % % % % %

Overall 3,017 82.2 3,272 80 3,267 80.4 3,566 83.4 3,033 80.2 81.4 80.3 81 81.5 81.4

Parent 416 79.3 443 79.2 436 80 470 83.6 312 80.1 80.8 79.3 80.3 80 81.7

Student 2,117 84.5 2,339 82.1 2,340 81.7 2,561 81.1 2,290 76.1 81.1 80.2 79.4 79.6 79.1

Teacher 484 82.6 490 78.8 491 79.4 535 85.4 431 84.5 82.2 81.5 83.4 85 83.4



District Performance Measures

● Survey result scores for equity measurements by students, parents, and staff. (Targets: 90%)

Performance Measure
Results (in percentages)

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021
Overall percentage of parents who feel
their children are learning in ways that
are meaningful and appropriate.

93.1 94.9 92.1 N/A 92.86

Overall percentage of students who feel
they are learning in ways that are
meaningful and appropriate.

91.9 93.7 91.2 N/A 93.23

Overall percentage of teachers who feel
they have the skills to support the
learning needs of students.

89.0 91.6 93.2 N/A 93.85

Performance Measure
Results (in percentages)

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021
Overall percentage of parents who feel
their children are cared for, accepted, and
usually happy and healthy at school.

90.3 94.2 90.1 N/A 93.78

Overall percentage of students who feel
they are cared for, accepted, and usually
happy and healthy at school.

85.6 86.7 84.7 N/A 86.05

Overall percentage of teachers who feel
students are cared for, accepted, and
usually happy and healthy at school.

96.7 97.1 97.3 N/A 96.15

Performance Measure
Results (in percentages)

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021
Overall percentage of parents who feel
their children are connected and feel a
sense of belonging at school.

88.0 91.2 87.7 N/A 88.64

Overall percentage of students who feel
they are connected and feel a sense of
belonging at school.

86.1 87.7 83.3 N/A 84.21

Overall percentage of teachers who
believe students have a sense of
belonging through their involvement in
school activities and the people they
connect with.

92.1 94.5 94.7 N/A 89.42

Comment on Results: Analysis and Action
● Due to COVID-19, and the announcement of timelines for new K-6 curriculum implementation, the development

of Staff Learning Plans was adjusted slightly. A common Staff Learning Plan template was developed that
encouraged collaboration between schools on goals identified in our Division’s Education Plan. One of the
outcomes from this was the implementation of a common day in lieu for parent teacher interviews for all schools
with Kindergarten to Grade 6 students, allowing for the planning for new curriculum implementation over the last
four Staff Learning Days of the 2021-2022 school year.

● The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in significant changes to how our Learning Services department could deliver
professional learning to our schools. As a response, our Learning Services Coordinators began the 2020-2021
school year by creating a Division-wide scope and sequence for the K-8 core curriculums. This was done to try and
avoid overlap of curriculum when students transferred back and forth between our schools and the At Home
Learning program that we had developed for our families that were not comfortable returning to school. The
Learning Services team used scope and sequences from other school jurisdictions, their own knowledge of the



curriculum, and some feedback from select teachers around the Division to create this. They designed the
timelines to try and ensure that all teachers would be in similar points within the various Programs of Study that
corresponded to transfer dates for our At Home Learning students, while still leaving some autonomy as to what
order teachers taught outcomes within the transfer dates. This was no small feat given the short timeline that
they had to put this together, and the fact that traditionally there had been resistance by teachers and
administrators within Red Deer Public Schools to having coordinated timelines throughout the entire Division.
Feedback gathered from our teachers was predominantly positive. By having everyone covering the same
curriculum, at roughly the same time, Learning Services Coordinators were able to know when teachers were
teaching specific content. This resulted in our Learning Services Coordinators being able to highlight resources
available for particular outcomes at the appropriate time in the scope and sequence. We are optimistic this
positive experience will result in an openness by our teachers to collaborate on a Division-wide scope and
sequence when the new curriculum starts to roll out late in the 2021-2022 school year.

● Red Deer Public Schools continued our commitment to a Comprehensive Student Support Model in all areas of
child and youth development. This included academic, social-emotional and family support. We believe students
do best with the support of staff, families, and the greater community working together. To demonstrate our
belief, we successfully established many partnerships with other community and government agencies that work
with youth to create a truly collaborative approach. For instance, our Student Services department was successful
in being awarded a three year grant from Family and Community Support Services (FCSS) in the amount of $210,
000 to support Community Liaison Workers. Student Services continues to partner with Alberta Health Services to
provide mental health therapy support within some of our higher need schools, and Student Services sits at the
table with the Community Integration Team in an effort to improve access to city services.

● While the ongoing pandemic is adding some additional stress and pressure to staff and students, either in the
home or at school, Student Services, in partnership with senior administrators and school administration, worked
to mitigate these pressures. Red Deer Public Schools was fortunate to have the At-Home Learning School created,
which has resulted in an option for families and smaller class sizes in schools. Additionally, Student Services was
able to place extra Educational Assistant support in some of our schools, and Community Liaison Workers worked
to implement “Heart Math Training” to support students with regulation issues.

● Student Services Coordinators attended school-based Learning Team Meetings throughout the division during the
2020-2021 school year to provide support in creating action plans. These action plans are written records
containing next steps and suggestions with correlating point-people to follow through with action items. Many
schools are now using a template outlining the reason for the referral, the support currently in place, and
suggestions for next steps in the action plan. The COVID-19 pandemic impacted the ability for some plans to be
implemented, as some virtual meetings did not appear to have the same robust conversation and collaboration
that in-person meetings generate.  There were also some impacts felt due to community programs being
inaccessible due to health restrictions. However, schools are demonstrating expertise in developing and
implementing action plans, and we expect these to become even more powerful in the coming year.



District Goal

Student Success And Completion
Student success and completion is the successful journey students experience from

early learning, through all grades, to high school completion, and beyond.

Outcomes

● Children have an excellent start to their learning journey in Pre-K and Kindergarten.
● Students experience effective transitions between grades and between schools.
● Students experience character education programming in Grades 1-9.
● Students in high school will be engaged in personalized and flexible learning environments while being supported by

meaningful relationships in the school.

Alberta Education Performance Measures

● High School Completion Rate - percentages of students who completed high school within three, four and five years of
entering Grade 10.

Red Deer Public Schools

2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020

N % N % N % N % N %

3 Year Completion 831 74.3 730 70.9 774 77.1 759 79.9 818 85.0

4 Year Completion 777 77.0 830 79.8 728 77.9 774 82.8 765 85.2

5 Year Completion 803 81.3 780 79.3 829 82.0 726 81.6 774 84.8

● Supplemental Alberta Education Assurance Measures - Overall Summary

Measure Red Deer Public Schools Alberta

Current
Result

Prev Year
Result

Prev 3 Year
Average

Current
Result

Prev Year
Result

Prev 3 Year
Average

Diploma Exam Participation Rate (4+ Exams) n/a 54.4 52.0 n/a 56.6 56.4

Drop Out Rate 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.6

Program of Studies 83.7 83.3 83.6 81.9 82.4 82.1

Rutherford Scholarship Eligibility Rate 66.9 64.7 60.5 68.0 66.6 64.9

Safe and Caring 86.8 87.0 87.2 90.0 89.4 89.1

School Improvement 80.2 83.4 81.3 81.4 81.5 81.0

Transition Rate (6 yr) 47.8 52.7 53.1 60.0 60.3 59.5

Work Preparation 80.9 82.3 80.3 85.7 84.1 83.2



Overall satisfaction with the quality of basic education. (Target: 90%)

Red Deer Public Schools Province

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

N % N % N % N % N % % % % % %

Overall 3,027 89.8 3,302 90 3,297 90.2 3,589 89.9 3,104 88.4 90.1 90 90.2 90.3 89.6

Parent 419 83.4 458 85.8 454 85.9 482 86.1 337 85.2 86.4 86 86.4 86.7 86.7

Student 2,120 89.4 2,347 87.8 2,346 88.3 2,566 87.4 2,297 83.4 88.1 88.2 88.1 87.8 86.3

Teacher 488 96.6 497 96.4 497 96.4 541 96.2 470 96.5 95.9 95.8 96.1 96.4 95.7

Overall agreement that students model the characteristics of active citizenship. (Target: 82%)

Red Deer Public Schools Province

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

N % N % N % N % N % % % % % %

Overall 3,026 81.1 3,297 79.5 3,293 79.9 3,587 79.4 3,112 77.6 83.7 83 82.9 83.3 83.2

Parent 419 76.5 457 76.6 453 76.2 482 76.1 336 73.5 82.7 81.7 81.9 82.4 81.4

Student 2,119 72.9 2,343 69.3 2,344 70.9 2,564 69 2,306 66.5 74.4 73.9 73.5 73.8 74.1

Teacher 488 94 497 92.5 496 92.6 541 93 470 92.8 94 93.4 93.2 93.6 94.1

Overall agreement that students are taught attitudes & behaviour that make them successful when they finish school.

(Target: 82%)

Red Deer Public Schools Province

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

N % N % N % N % N % % % % % %

Overall 880 80.1 925 80.8 917 77.9 984 82.3 765 80.9 82.7 82.4 83 84.1 85.7

Parent 401 68.3 434 71 427 67.2 453 75.1 312 67.9 75.1 74.6 75.2 76 77.8

Teacher 479 91.9 491 90.6 490 88.6 531 89.5 453 93.8 90.4 90.3 90.8 92.2 93.7

Overall satisfaction with the opportunity for students to receive a broad program of studies, including fine arts, career,

technology and health and physical education. (Target: 85%)

Red Deer Public Schools Province

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

N % N % N % N % N % % % % % %

Overall 2,145 82.4 2,337 83 2,327 84.5 2,465 83.3 2,099 83.7 81.9 81.8 82.2 82.4 81.9

Parent 419 80.1 457 82.4 453 81.9 482 81.6 334 82.2 80.1 79.9 80.1 80.1 81.7

Student 1,238 77.7 1,383 75.9 1,378 79.7 1,442 77 1,295 76.9 77.7 77.2 77.4 77.8 74.9

Teacher 488 89.5 497 90.6 496 91.8 541 91.1 470 91.9 88 88.4 89.1 89.3 89.2



Division Performance Measures

● Students identified with attendance issues.
Number of students whose attendance has been identified as an issue and attendance is impacting
their academic achievement (Less than 90% attendance, and less than 50% achievement level).
Note: Grades 9-12 data only, as academic progress in Grades 1-8 is not collected in a fashion that can
be reported in this way.

877/3597
(24.4%)

● Survey result scores for completion and transition measurements by students, parents, and staff

Performance Measure
Results (in percentages)

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021
Overall percentage of parents who feel their children
will be prepared for the next grade level.

89.9 91.0 88.9 N/A 89.33

Overall percentage of students who feel they will be
prepared for the next grade level.

92.6 92.9 91.7 N/A 90.78

Overall percentage of teachers who feel the students
will be prepared for the next grade level.

87.3 89.4 87.7 N/A 77.12

Performance Measure
Results (in percentages)

2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 2020-2021
Overall percentage of parents who feel their children
will complete high school.

93.1 97.9 97.0 N/A 95.55

Overall percentage of students who feel they will
complete high school.

98.7 97.3 96.2 N/A 96.87

Overall percentage of teachers who feel that students
are supported in the goal of finishing high school.

95.8 97.5 97.7 N/A 96.92

● Survey result scores for the division’s Core Values for Learning and Life by students, parents, and staff

Performance Measure
Results (in percentages)

2020-2021
Overall percentage of parents who feel their children  hear about the Red Deer Public Schools’ Values
for Learning and Life in school.

84.11

Overall percentage of students who feel they hear about the Red Deer Public Schools’ Values for
Learning and Life in school.

73.11

Overall percentage of teachers who feel that students  hear about the Red Deer Public Schools’ Values
for Learning and Life in school.

81.77

Comment on Results: Analysis and Action
● Over the course of the 2020-2021 school year an Early Years Guidance Tool was collaboratively developed, and then

shared with teachers and administrators with Pre-K and Kindergarten programs. During the upcoming 2021-2022
school year all Pre-K and Kindergarten programs in each school will use this tool to guide improvements in
programming.

○ A copy of the Early Years Guidance Tool can be found BY SELECTING THIS HYPERLINK.
● It was the Division’s first full year of implementation of our “Values for Learning and Life”. The Division’s Values for

Learning and Life include being, Respectful; Curious; Responsible; Collaborative; Resilient; and Healthy. As indicated
above, over 80% of surveyed teachers and parents felt that our students were being exposed to our six Values for
Learning and Life throughout the school year. Interestingly, when surveyed only 73% of students felt the same, so we
know that we have more work to do in this regard. Senior administration will continue to work with their respective
liaison schools to ensure that the Division’s Values for Learning and Life permeate the culture of all our schools.

● When we review our priority area of Student Success and Completion we also like to review the work undertaken
and accomplished by our International Student Program. The 2020-2021 school year, unfortunately, was significantly
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Red Deer Public Schools saw only 14 returning students to our program from
the previous year. When these students arrived they had to be supervised during their quarantine in a local hotel.
Special thanks to Shazma and Jamil Charania, a Mountview family. They are the owners of the local Holiday Inns and
should be recognized for the exceptional service they provided our students during their quarantine.

http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/EarlyYearsGuidanceAndReflectionTool-FILLABLE.pdf
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/multimedia/RDPSDValues2019%20-%20compressed.mp4


● The COVID-19 pandemic has also resulted in all of our recruitment transitioning to virtual events. These virtual
events were satisfactory, but given the moratorium on travel they did provide the best alternative for our program.

● It should be noted that our Red Deer Public Schools International Student Program is part of an organizing
committee to create a provincial group of Alberta Public School International Programs. The goal would be to share
best practices, work together to promote Alberta as an excellent destination for prospective students, and to ensure
an exceptional level of quality in our programs.

● Prior to the pandemic, Red Deer Public Schools was one of the most popular destinations for international students,
and we are hopeful that popularity will continue in the future.

● Red Deer Public Schools is very proud of our wide range of language offerings in our schools, including Division
programs like our French Immersion and Spanish Bilingual programs. With many families not returning to traditional
schools during the COVID-19 pandemic, our Learning Services Second Language Coordinator and her team met
weekly with French Immersion and Spanish Bilingual students that chose to do At Home Learning in an effort to
maintain their oral language skills. They worked extremely hard all year long to ensure that these students were able
to practice their language skills, despite learning from home.

● One of the projects our Second Language team worked on during the 2020-2021 school year included a French
Immersion webpage for teachers. It was designed with a first-year teacher in mind and has a variety of resources
one would need to get off on the right track when arriving in Red Deer Public to teach in a French Immersion
environment.

● Our Division’s Technology and Information Services department also played a significant role when we take a
reflective view on the 2020-2021 Student Success and Completion priority. The largest project undertaken was the
upgrade of our entire Division’s wide area network infrastructure. Beginning in August of 2020, and stretching until
the end of May, 2021, our Network Services team replaced every network device in all schools and administrative
buildings within the Division. As we look towards the 2021-2022 school year the second phase of our network
project will commence, which will involve implementing a technology referred to as “Fabric”. Ultimately this
technology will provide for more security on our network, as well as increasing the reliability and performance our
staff and students will experience.

● The second project of note, from our Technology and Information Services department, was the implementation of a
new Learning Management System (LMS). In February, 2021, a “Learning Management System Advisory Committee”
was formed, and it was tasked with gathering information from other school divisions in Alberta in regards to their
use of an LMS, as well as to participate in demonstrations from some of the more prevalent LMS packages in use in
Alberta. From this work the LMS Advisory Committee provided a recommendation to Senior Administration that we
should proceed with a full Request for Proposal to implement an LMS for Red Deer Public Schools. In July, 2021,
Brightspace, by D2L, was selected from eight responses, as the LMS for Red Deer Public Schools. Design and
implementation of our LMS took place over the summer months, and training of our initial eight instructors took
place in three two-hour sessions early in the new 2021-2022 school year. Our At Home Learning teachers, and their
students, will begin using the LMS first, with the plan to include  additional schools after the Christmas break, with a
large rollout to K-6 teachers late in the 2021-2022 school year.



District Goal

Success for First Nations, Métis and Inuit students
Outcome

● FNMI Students are engaged in learning.

Comment on Results: Analysis and Action
Red Deer Public Schools is committed to improving education outcomes and creating opportunities for First Nations,

Métis and Inuit students in our schools.  First Nations, Métis and Inuit Learning Services provides services and

resources in:

● Cultural programming and awareness

● Curriculum support

● Professional development

● Referrals to community agencies

● Support transitions in students’ education

Highlights of the 2020 - 21 school year:

● Classroom cultural awareness lessons and presentations facilitated by the First Nations, Métis and Inuit

Learning Services continue to be in very high demand from all 22 schools. Many of the presentations were

delivered virtually due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

● We continue to develop new classroom presentations. New presentations include several Digital Breakout

EDU activities on various topics related to Indigenous content in the curriculum, Nehiyaw Cahkipeyihkanah

(Cree Syllabics), and presentations with technology including Prezi and We Video so lessons could be delivered

remotely.

● Consultations with teachers to increase their capacity in delivering lessons infused with cultural content are

well received by all schools. This year, the capacity of teachers really increased as teachers had to be trained

to deliver many of the lessons we delivered in person in the past. Due to the pandemic, teachers had to

deliver the lessons in their classrooms.

● Two Networking Support Meetings were held for school First Nations, Métis and Inuit Point People. Each

school sends one or more delegates to every Networking Circle. Due to the pandemic, network circles were

planned, postponed and eventually held remotely. One Network circle was held in two different times to

accommodate smaller gathering sizes. Professional learning at the Network Circle this year included:

○ Women’s Lodge Resource

○ Supports available through the pandemic

○ Sharing from schools

○ Supporting Indigneous student groups and clubs

● Professional development presented or facilitated by First Nations, Métis and Inuit Learning Services for

school staff include:

○ Canada C3 and Truth and Reconciliation

○ Traditional plants and garden harvest

○ Deconstructing the TQS and Planning Your Path

○ Take Action for Reconciliation - resource

○ Metis Residential School Experience

○ Treaty 6, 7 and 8 Breakout EDU (Digital)

○ Indigneous Games

○ Elder Protocol

○ Teaching Smudge



○ Indian Act Breakout EDU (Digital)

● First Nations, Métis and Inuit Learning Services continue to work and collaborate with: Alberta Zone Four First

Nations, Métis and Inuit Advisory Group; Urban Aboriginal Voices, Remembering the Children Society,

Indigneous Education Council of the ATA, Rupertsland and the Métis Nation of Alberta.

● First Nations, Métis and Inuit Learning Services worked in collaboration with Red Deer Catholic Schools,

Central Alberta Regional Consortium to host a Spring Culture Camp for Zone 4 school and district

administrators. This has been postponed for a second year in a row, due to the pandemic.

● We continue to engage in a  formal collaborative partnership with the Red Deer Native Friendship Society.

● The “Cultural Resource Connector” from the Red Deer Native Friendship Society worked closely with schools

to create ties and build relationships between schools, Elders and other community members.

● Community Elders attended multiple school events, both in person when allowed and virtually. Elder support

included:

○ Unveiling of a replica of the stained glass window at the parliament building in Ottawa

○ Smudge and blessing of medicine gardens

○ Oral Storytelling

● Orange Shirt Day was commemorated at all 22 schools through a variety of learning activities at each school,

for the third year in a row.

● Members of the First Nations, Métis and Inuit Learning Services attended the Remembering the Children

Memorial in Red Deer.

● Members of the First Nations, Métis and Inuit Learning Services team attended several professional learning

activities:

○ We Learn from the Sun - Teaching using Indigenous Literature

○ Sky Science with Wilfred Buck

○ Cree Beading Workshop Series

○ Beginner Nehiyaw

○ Roots of Resiliency Speaker Series

○ CASS Indigneous Education Gathering

Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic

● Due to the continuation of Covid-19 pandemic, we have converted our in class presentations to students, and

professional learning workshops to staff, into digital formats.

● Opportunities to build teacher capacity, so the teachers can teach the lessons to students directly, increased.

● In person gathering for the Network Circle was cancelled and sharing between school point people was very

limited.

● Twenty-one Métis students in our Division received chromebooks from the Metis Nation of Alberta during the

school shutdown.

● The National Indigneous Peoples’ Day Powwow was cancelled for the second year in a row.

● Zone 4 Culture Camp for school and district administrators was postponed to the following Spring for the

second year in a row.



Summary of Financial Results
Detailed budget and expenditure information may be obtained from the offices of the Red Deer Public Schools.

Statement of Operations

For the Year Ended August 31, 2021

Revenue

Alberta Education $113,984,903.00 94%

Alberta Infrastructure $165,037.00 <1%

Other Revenue $6,803,277.00 6%

Total Revenue $120,953,217.00 100%

Expenses

Instruction - ECS $1,075,839.00 1%

Instruction - Grades 1 - 12
$98,166,391.00 81%

Plant operations and maintenance
$15,258,211.00 13%

Transportation
$2,285,399.00 2%

Administration
$3,462,780.00 3%

External services $0.00 0%

Total Expenses $120,248,780.00 100%

Operating surplus (deficit) $704,597.00

Audited Financial Statements for the year ended August 31, 2021 are available on the Division website at:
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/AuditedFinancialStatement.pdf. Comparative information is available in a
provincial report at https://www.alberta.ca/k-12-education-financial-statements.aspx/.
Summaries for all School Generated Funds for the year ended August 31, 2021 can be found on our Division website at:
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/SGF_Year_End_2019-20.pdf.
For further information regarding the financial information for Red Deer Public Schools please contact Colin Cairney,
Corporate Treasurer, at 403-343-1405.

http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/AuditedFinancialStatement.pdf
https://www.alberta.ca/k-12-education-financial-statements.aspx?utm_source=redirector
http://www.education.alberta.ca/financial-statements/school-jurisdictions/
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/SGF_Year_End_2017-18.pdf


Sharing Our Results
The Annual Education Results Report (AERR) presents a summary of the progress and accomplishments of Red Deer
Public Schools. Information is shared with our parents and the greater community through a variety of means:

• The Annual Education Results Report was approved at the November 10, 2021 meeting of the Board of Trustees
• The Annual Education Results Report is posted on the Division website at:

http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/AERR.pdf and copies of the Annual Education Results Report are
available for the public at Central Services and each of our schools.

School Results Reports: Each school prepares its own School Results Report. As required under Section 13 of the School
Councils Regulation, schools provided opportunities for their School Councils and stakeholders to be involved in the
development of School Education Plans, and were involved in the explanations of their respective School Results Reports.
A review and interpretation of Accountability Pillar measures are also communicated and shared with School Councils
and are available at individual schools. School Results Reports are posted on each school’s website, as well as at:
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/view.php?action=documents&id=1429.

Whistleblower Protection
Section 32 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act (2013) requires that school authorities include their annual report of
disclosures in their AERR. Red Deer Public Schools did not have any disclosures this year, therefore, there is nothing to
report.

http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/AERR.pdf
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/documents/general/ClassSizeReport.pdf
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/Schools.php
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/view.php?action=documents&id=1429
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/Schools.php
http://www.rdpsd.ab.ca/Schools.php
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